
IMCCE PLANETARY SOLUTION: OVERVIEW AND PROSPECTSA. FIENGA, J.-L. SIMONIMCCE/Observatoire de Paris77 av. Denfert-Rochereau, Paris, Francee-mail: �enga@imcce.fr simon@imcce.frABSTRACT. The VSOP solutions of the planetary motions are analytical solutions of the plan-ets of the solar system, from Mercury to Neptune. These solutions have to give highly accurateephemerides on long time intervals, about several thousand years for the inner planets and 1000years of the outer planets. VSOP2002 (Bretagnon, 2002), the last un�nished VSOP versionprocessed by P.Bretagnon, will be presented and its current accuracy will be discussed. A newanalytical solution, VSOP2003, based on VSOP2002, is under development: Pluto perturbationsbased on the new analytical description of its motion (Simon 2003) are added, we introduce thedevelopments of the mean short periods based on TOP (Simon, 2000), perturbations of the 300asteroids are added with a one angular parameter model. In parallel, numerical solutions arealso under development. Compared to VSOP solutions, these solutions will give more accuratepositions and velocities of planets over shorter periods of time. Two types of solutions are con-sidered: i) one follows the JPL integrator and algorithm. Its current status of development aswell as the accuracies achieved by this version under process will be given during the talk. ii)one is based on the symplectic integrators developed by Laskar and Robutel (2001). It will bevery accurate on short period of time (ten years) but also on very long period of time (severalmillions of years).1. OVERVIEWThe VSOP solutions of the planetary motions are analytical solutions of the planets of the so-lar system, from Mercury to Neptune. These solutions have to give highly accurate ephemerideson long time intervals, about several thousand years for the inner planets and 1000 years ofthe outer planets. The perturbations are written as Poisson series of the mean mean longitudes�. The main VSOP versions are the following: i) VSOP82 (Bretagnon, 1982), �tted to theJPL numerical integration, DE200 (Newhall et al, 1983) and written with elliptical variables,ii)VSOP87 (Bretagnon and Francou, 1988), built on VSOP82 in Cartesian and spherical vari-ables and given in several reference frames, iii)VSOP200x (Moisson 2000, Moisson et Bretagnon2001, Bretagnon, 2002). This last version was built in a relativistic frame, took into account theperturbations of Ceres, Pallas, Vesta, Iris and Bamberga, and it was �tted on DE403 (Standishet al, 1995). This version improved the VSOP82/87 with a factor 10 on small intervals of time.P.Bretagnon was still working on a new improved VSOP200x solution. In the following, we willcall the last version of VSOP200x leaved by P.Bretagnon, VSOP2002.The current accuracy of VSOP2002 will be discuss next. For Mercury, Venus and the Earth,the comparison to DE403 indicate an improvement of VSOP82 about a factor 40, and an im-provement of the Moisson's solution about a factor 5. For the outer planets, the di�erences259



Figure 1: Di�erences, over [1890, 2000], between VSOP200X and DE403 for the mean longitudesof Mercury, Venus and the Earth-Moon Barycenter
 Figure 2: Di�erences in Mars mean longitudes, over [1890, 2000], between VSOP200X and anumerical integration without the 297 asteroides of DE403.260



between VSOP2002 and DE403 are smaller than 750m for Jupiter and 3.5km for Saturn. It isan improvement of a factor 40 compared to VSOP82 and a factor 3 compared to VSOP200x. ForUranus and Neptune, the di�erences with DE403 are important because Pluto is not includedin the solutions. Over 6000 years, the di�erences for the inner planets between VSOP2002 andan internal numerical integration show an improvement of VSOP82 of about a factor 10 to100, depending of the planet. For the outer planets, the di�erences are important. They areinduced by a bad behaviour of mean short periods as Poisson series of mean mean longitudes.An improvement of these terms in using the TOP theory (Simon, 2000) would be possible.2. PROSPECTSBased on these remarks, a new solution, VSOP2003, is under development.i) Pluto pertur-bations based on the new analytical description of its motion (Simon 2003) will be added, ii)We will introduce the developments of the mean short periods based on TOP (Simon, 2000), iii)Perturbations of the 300 asteroids will be added with a one angular parameter model, iv) thesolution will be �tted to DE403.
 Figure 3: Comparisons between our new numerical integration and the EMP99 solution (Pitjeva2001) for Mercury, Venus and the Earth-Moon barycenter (EMB).In parallel, numerical solutions are under development. Compared to VSOP solutions, thesesolutions will give more accurate positions and velocities of planets over shorter periods of time.Two types of solutions are considered: i) one follows the JPL integrator and algorithm. Itis based of the Moshier program (Moshier, 1992), and its current status is the following: theintegration is done in a relativistic frame, perturbations of 300 asteroids are included, and it is�tted to DE403. This version will be used as tests for VSOP and a second, more accurate andmore e�cient numerical integrator, presented next. Accuracies achieved by this version underprocess will be given during the talk. ii) one is based on the symplectic integrators developed by261



 Figure 4: Comparisons between our new numerical integration and the EMP99 solution (Pitjeva2001) for Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.Laskar and Robutel (2001). The version will be tested versus the previous solution. It will bevery accurate on short period of time (ten years) but also on very long period of time ( severalmillions of years). It will also be stabler and more CPU e�cient.3. REFERENCESBretagnon, P., 1982, Astron. Astrophys., 114, 278.Bretagnon, P., Francou, G., 1988, Astron. Astrophys., 202, 309.Bretagnon, P., 2002, private communication.Laskar, J., Robutel, Ph., 2001, Celest. Mech. Dyn. Astr., 80, 205.Moisson, X., 2000, Integration du mouvement des planetes dans le cadre de la relativite generale,These de doctorat de l'observatoire de Paris.Moisson, X., Bretagnon, P., 2001,Moshier, S. L., 1992, Astron. Astrophys., 262, 613.Newhall, X X, Standish, E. M., Williams, J. G., 1983, Astron. Astrophys., 125, 150.Pitjeva, E. V., 2001, Celest. Mech. Dyn. Astr., 80, 249.Simon, J. L., 2000, NSTBDL S076, 77.Simon, J. L., 2003, IMCCE Journees scienti�ques, to be published.Standish, E. M., Newhall, X X, Williams, J. G., Folkner, W. F., 1995, JPL planetary and lunarephemerides, DE403/LE403, JPLIOM 314, 10.262


